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Do you experience ink drying problems with ink jet printing?

Cogent Technologies has the solution with our Speed-Dri and Web-Dri infrared ink drying systems. They provide a combination of instantaneous

infrared and convection technologies to dry ink printed on catalogs, direct mail pieces, foils, gloss stocks and packaging materials. Convection

drying and either short-wave or medium-wave quartz lamps collectively break down the ink’s boundary layer and evaporate all remaining liquids.

Working with Cogent Technologies, you can choose from a wide range of drying capability so you get exactly what you need to maximize your

productivity.

The Speed-Dri and Web-Dri systems will, on average, increase line speeds by a factor of four. That’s why the following industry leaders have

standardized with Speed-Dri for all their printing applications:

Cogent Technologies is an industry leader in the design and

development and manufacture of UV curing and IR drying solutions.

Our products are designed to meet a wide variety of process

requirements in the printing and mailing industry.

The company’s headquarters and manufacturing facility is located in

Brooklyn Park, Minnesota. Initially established to develop infrared-

based heating systems for the aerospace industry, our product offering

has evolved into a wide variety of individual dryers, heaters and

integrated heating systems and UV curing systems.

Whether it’s one of our IR instantaneous infrared systems or our UV

shutter-less system especially designed for mail bases, Cogent

Technologies is committed to providing solutions to meet our

customer’s most demanding ink drying needs.

Designed for easy installation, low operation cost, and minimal maintenance, the systems are an economical solution for improving throughput

resulting in increased profitability. It’s easy to see why both the Speed-Dri and Web-Dri systems are the industry standard for faster ink drying! After

all, exceptional companies use exceptional products.

HP, Kodak Versamark, Inc., Buskro, Secap, Domino, Sure-Feed
Engineering and Videojet are registered trademarks.

7041 Boone Avenue
Brooklyn Park, MN 55428
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